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For the ORF1ab, this is what I was thinking of.
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.02.10.942136v1.full.pdf
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Welcome to Slack!

You’ve joined the new Slack workspace SARS2. Here are your account details:

URL: sars2.slack.com
Email: vimenach@UTMB.EDU

We’ll send you a few quick emails on how to get the most out of Slack. In the meantime, dive in and start exploring. We’re glad you’re here!

Want to learn more now?

Check out our Slack guides for tips
on messaging with your team, sharing files, and getting updates from your other tools.
You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  April 1st at 4:58 PM
bioarchiv. i think tim tanked it!

Snooze these notifications for: an hour, eight hours, a day, three days, or the next week. Or, turn email notifications off. For more detailed preferences, see your account page.
You have a new mention in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman and Timothy Sheahan

themenacherylab  March 29th at 1:11 PM
i mean, if the model you use doesn't actually get sick from SARS at all

Matt Frieman  April 1st at 5:16 PM
https://jvi.asm.org/content/jvi/early/2020/03/27/JVI.00411-20.full.pdf
Look at all those mutations that WIV put into their clone!

Snooze these notifications for: an hour, eight hours, a day, three days, or the next week. Or, turn email notifications off. For more detailed preferences, see your account page.
You have a new mention in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From #reagent-questions

@themenacherylab has joined the channel
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  February 18th at 1:26 PM

Interesting this week. Ralph said that his chimeras were locked up my C3PO approval process. Adolfo and Peter lost their minds and started pushing Stemmy about what this means and why these were blocked, etc. Stemmy gave no clear answer and said they are looking into it. Requests were made on sharing protocols etc, and they said that the CEIRS do this already. WOrking on a way for Coronas to do it. I mentioned it would be great to all share freely but was essentially told, I thought that this is what the calls were for. Clearly they dont realize that there is data going to be generated that isnt going to be shared by many of these damn groups.
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  February 18th at 2:25 PM
I talked to Ralph for a long time last night. He sounds beat. His ACE2 mice are breeding up but not ready for anyone to have. He said he sat in Fauci’s office talking about the outbreak and chimeras. Clearly he is in other kinds of meetings than what we are invited to! I joked about his link link to WIV, he wasn't very amused. He said that Zhi’s paper was not approved by the Chinese govt and that she may be arrested for it. That’s not a good look for anyone. So we just go ahead and keep our heads down and get this virus working. Will see where we get!
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  February 18th at 5:00 PM
Are you surprised your HUH cells were infected so well. Are they that infectible by sars in your hands? 
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  March 2nd at 9:59 AM

didn't rescue. they found a deletion in ORF1a. doing it again end of the week

I like the idea of the emails to the journals. I will send that today
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg March 3rd at 6:41 PM
Yeah, let's use this one. I'll put it in the draft tomorrow morning. I think I'm toast for tonight. We have HHS coming to visit tomorrow, and I don't think it's a friendly visit.
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 3rd at 9:28 AM
340 plates
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You have two new direct messages in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  March 4th at 5:56 PM

The clinical lab at Hopkins called me asking for rna for validating their test. They said they have a small anoint from Weaver. They said they weeeeee told it’s 1000 copies per pfu and they have a pfu for the sample. Was that from you? How would you figure out RNA copy number from a tube of virus?
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From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 4th at 5:53 PM

I didn't finish edits of the manuscript. Waiting for pictures from my scientist and had a super super busy day. We were being "visited" by a high level HHS guy, who was honestly very good, ahead of the head honcho on Friday

I gotta present to redfield tomorrow, so need to work on that tonight
Snooze these notifications for: an hour, eight hours, a day, three days, or the next week. Or, turn email notifications off. For more detailed preferences, see your account page.
You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 4th at 8:23 AM

How's this version for the manuscript?
image.png

We also might add pictures

Azaibi has pictures for CPE for every timepoint. He said at the peak titer timepoints, there is little to no CPE, so he wants to make that point.
You have a new direct message in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg March 4th at 9:19 AM
Oh I'm going to
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

I'm going to upload it this morning
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 6th at 9:17 AM
I almost wonder if that was a guy here
David Wentworth has been pestering the hell out of me to get the virus
He did a coronavirus postdoc
and just wants in on the action
I've caved and agreed he can have it to do the damn eggs. Flu people are so flu centric
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You have a new direct message in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 6th at 11:30 AM

It's sort of ok in academics
But at CDC, if you are the flu lab, you're supposed to work on flu
We shouldn't be paying two different groups for the same work
and to compete with each other
Manuscript resubmitted
and updating the biorxiv post
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 7th at 9:13 AM
I left campus at 2. I didn't want to be anywhere near that shit show.
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Date: Tuesday, March 10 2020 11:29 AM
Subject: [Slack] Notifications from the SARS2 workspace for March 10th, 2020 at 11:29 AM
From: Slack <notification@slack.com>
To: Menachery, Vineet <vimenach@UTMB.EDU>

WARNING: This email originated from outside of UTMB's email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman March 10th at 11:25 AM

http://maryland.ccproject.com/2020/03/06/influenza- vs-coronavirus- just-another-cold/
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You have a new mention in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman and Timothy Sheahan

Matt Frieman  March 11th at 2:11 PM

Just got an email from Alison Totura asking for mice that I dont have. Also she is leaving RIID for BARDA. God help them.

Snooze these notifications for: an hour, eight hours, a day, three days, or the next week. Or, turn email notifications off. For more detailed preferences, see your account page.
You have a new mention in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman and Timothy Sheahan

Matt Frieman  March 11th at 2:11 PM
Just got an email from Alison Totura asking for mice that I dont have. Also she is leaving RIID for BARDA. God help them.

Timothy Sheahan  March 11th at 2:24 PM
HA! so are you going to give her the mice or not?

Matt Frieman  March 11th at 2:29 PM
I dont have the mice!
You have a new direct message in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  March 17th at 10:42 AM
Did you ask about the GFP virus?
Now you can also read all those Corona papers I am saying I cant review!
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman   March 22nd at 9:54 PM

He came back saying that his IBC is working on the SOPs with them. I want to say "Sara tweeting out a picture of her giving a high-5 to another scientist in the BSL3, both wearing an N95 mask is not a promising start to Penn’s COVID19 response."

Too much?
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You have a new direct message in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  March 24th at 1:10 PM

They would be great. What do I need to do?
Ralph sending his but the lab guy said he thinks it’s unstable
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From your conversation with Matt Frieman

Matt Frieman  
March 24th at 2:00 PM

ok. thanks.

what's pei-yong's email?
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You have a new mention in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman and Timothy Sheahan

Matt Frieman  March 13th at 2:35 PM

Are you all using the old SARS1 Leader primers for SARS2? All working fine, right?
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You have a new direct message in SARS2 (sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Natalie Thornburg

Natalie Thornburg  March 28th at 8:20 AM
Still no word on your COVID-19 test?
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From your conversation with Matt Frieman and Timothy Sheahan

Matt Frieman  March 29th at 5:54 AM

We have to push back on this ADE results. I am tired of dealing with it. The models are biased towards that response so they can get a paper. I bet if you did the same expt but for Flu you would see the same thing.

Timothy Sheahan  March 29th at 12:43 PM

I know. All these people saying that we don't know much about coronavirus biology is odd. Like it's all relative but do you think tht Perlman, Baric, Denison would agree with that? Bamford. Come on.
You have a new mention in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Lisa, Matt Frieman and Timothy Sheahan

themenacherylab   March 29th at 10:19 PM
yup

Matt Frieman   March 30th at 9:26 AM

"Hi Matthew, We just reached Dr. Baric. It sounded like he’d not like us to sell his donations, which we never did in the past and will not do in the future. Therefore, unless there are any further changes, we now only offer our proprietary hACE-2 available for shipping in June for our US customers. I'm happy to provide the genotype report and other information for this strain. Please kindly let me know.

Thank you.

Best regards,

Yulei

Someone is going to a rock breaking camp soon!
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You have a new mention in SARS2
(sars2.slack.com)

From your conversation with Matt Frieman, Timothy Sheahan and Lisa

Matt Frieman  March 30th at 9:27 AM

Someone is going to a rock breaking camp soon!

For leader primer in your replication qPCR assays, you are just using the old SARS Leader primer and then an E reverse, like normal, right?

Or M reverse? Have you piloted which is working better?
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